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ACCESSORIES / BADGES/PATCHES / BSD DAEMON - SKILL BADGE,

IRON-ON PATCH

DESCRIPTION

You're using, learning or sharing one of the best operating systems in the world, BSD! Adafruit

offers a fun and exciting "badges" of achievement for electronics, science and engineering. We

believe everyone should be able to be rewarded for learning a useful skill, a badge is just one

of the many ways to show and share.

This is the BSD Daemon skill badge is for use with educators, classrooms, workshops, Maker

Faires, TechShops, Hackerspaces, Makerspaces and around the world to reward beginners on

their skill building journey!

This beautiful badge is made in the USA.

The badge is skillfully designed and sturdily made to last a life time, the backing is iron-on but

the badge can also be sewn on.

The BSD daemon, nicknamed Beastie, is the generic mascot of BSD operating systems. The

BSD daemon is named after a software daemon, a computer program found on Unix-like

operating systems, which through a play on words takes the cartoon shape of a mythical

demon. The BSD daemon's nickname Beastie is a slurred phonetic pronunciation of BSD.

Beastie customarily carries a trident to symbolize a software daemon's forking of processes.

The FreeBSD web site has noted Evi Nemeth's 1988 remarks about cultural-historical daemons

in the Unix System Administration Handbook: "The ancient Greeks' concept of a 'personal

daemon' was similar to the modern concept of a 'guardian angel' ...As a rule, UNIX systems

seem to be infested with both daemons and demons - Wikipedia

The copyright of the official BSD daemon images is held by Marshall Kirk McKusick the BSD

Daemon used with permission. Adafruit has permission directly from Kirk to make this wonderful

badge!

Adafruit's embroidered badges are manufactured in partnership with AMBRO Manufacturing

located in NJ, USA. AMBRO is a family owned and operated business since 1990 that celebrates
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open-source with Adafruit Industries. You can meet their team here. AMBRO uses non-toxic soy

based, water soluble and environmentally friendly printing supplies, threads and more when

possible. AMBRO has over 250 solar panels that generate 50,000 Kilowatt hours per year. Their

equipment runs solar powered, so the wonderful things AMBRO and Adafruit have worked

together on are made with the sun! AMBRO Manufacturing was recognized by Impressions

Magazine, a leading trade publication in the garment printing and embroidery business, who

published an article highlighting AMBRO and their commitment to their environmentally focused

manufacturing practices. Adafruit knows you have a lot of choices as to where you spend your

money and time, we hope our open-source values, commitment to green technologies and

partners helps make the decision easier and fun!

TECHNICAL DETAILS

Size: 2" x 2" (50mm x 50mm).
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